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Onda Asia 

"Asian Delights!"

Onda Asia is nestled within the restaurant complex of Onda. This

restaurant serves delicious seafood prepared in the exotic Asian flair.

Feast on contemporary concoctions like salmon and halibut prepared with

soy sauce and rettich, cod served with arugula, mussels ragu, celery,

tarragon and parsnip puree as well as oysters, clams and whale

preparations. Guests can also gorge from their pre fixe menu, where they

can choose from five course, six course or seven course meals. Special

events like wine-pairing dinners are organized here. Enjoy the wonderful

blend of flavors of wine with appropriate food. Check the website for

further information and participate.

 +47 45502000  onda.no/side.asp?id=2  post@onda.no  Stranden 30, Oslo
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Alex Sushi 

"Sushi in Oslo"

This restaurant is renowned for serving some of the best sushi in Norway.

Don't be fooled by the venue's minimalist design and sparse decor. You'll

forget about your surroundings when you're staring at the culinary

masterpieces awaiting you. Alex Sushi strives to make every bite of fish a

fresh and invigorating delight, and it succeeds wildly. This experience, like

most culinary indulgences, doesn't come cheap. But, as its customers will

tell you, every bite is worth the price.

 +47 22 43 9999  alexsushi.no/  alex@alexsushi.no  Cort Adlers Gate 2, Oslo
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Hanami 

"Japanese Dishes, Local Produce"

Boasting a fantastic waterfront location, Hanami is where you can expect

to be served Japanese delights crafted from local Norwegian ingredients.

An elegant space with an open kitchen and sushi bar, this restaurant

offers you Japanese fusion cuisine. You can enjoy izakaya-style Japanese

small plates like tempura scampi and edamame with your Geisha Martini,

after which you can move on to scrumptious offerings like the signature

scampi ceviche and miso-marinated black cod.

 +47 22 83 1090  hanami.no/  post@hanami.no  Kanalen 1, Tjuvholmen, Oslo
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